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Introduction. In a series of papers [2], [3], [4], [5], Johnson developed a detailed study of the structure of the Torelli group and obtained
several fundamental results. In our papers [1’2], [13] we have combined
his method with our own [9], [10], [11] and clarified the relationship between the Casson invariant of oriented homology 3-spheres and the structure
of certain subgroups of the mapping class groups of orientable surfaces.
The purpose of the present note is to announce our recent results along the
lines of the above mentioned works. More precisely, on the one hand we
show a procedure which enhances Johnson’s method of investigating the
structure of the mapping class groups and on the other hand we obtain a
certain information about the second homology of the Torelli group.
Details will appear elsewhere.
2. A refined from of Johnson’s homomorphisms. Here we first
recall the definition of Johnson’s homomorphisms (see [3], [1’2] for details)
and then we present a refined form of them. Let 2: be a closed oriented
surface of genus g’2 and let F=(S\IntD ) which is a free group of
rank 2g. Define inductively F/=[F,I’] (k=l, 2,...) and put N--F/F
which we call the k-th nilpotent quotient of F. We write H for N=
H(X Z). It is well known that the graded Lie algebra F/F+ is
naturally isomorphic to the graded Lie algebra _=(R)_ freely generated
by the elements of H over Z (see [6]). Now let /c, be the mapping class
group of X relative to an embedded disc Dc2:.
acts on N and let
consisting of all the elements which act on
(k) be the subgroup of
N trivially. (’2) is nothing but the Torelli group g,. Now Johnson’s
homomorphism
r" /(/) >Horn (H, _L’) H (R)
is defined as r()(u) [(’)T -] ( e /, , u e H), where e F is any element
such that [’]=u and [(’)y-] denotes the image in A: of the element
0")’- e F.
Now we describe our refined 2orm o the homomorphism z. Choose
2ree generators a,
a, of F such that z(2:) is obtained rom/
by adding one relation =[a, fl]... [a, ]--id. Also choose a 2-chain
C(F) of the group F such that Oz0=--(0 and that its image in
is a undamental cycle. Now let e (k). Then z0--.(a0) is a ’2-cycle of
the free group F so that there exists a 3-chain c e C(F,) such that 3c-ao--,(ao) (we can construct such a 3-chain explicitly by making use of the
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Fox free differential calculus). Now by the assumption that does not
of c in C(N) is a cycle. Hence we have the
act on N, the image
homology class [] e H(N). Next let {E,q} be the spectral sequence of

.

the homology of the central extension O-+A-+N/-+N-+I and let d"
E, 0-- H(N)--+E, H (R) be t’he differential.
A(k)-+H(N) defined by e(?)=
Theorem 1. The correspondence
=r.
[] is a well defined homomorphism. Moreover we have d
Now let .( Hom (H, _) be the kernel of the natural homomorphism
Horn (H, _L") H(R)_L’-+_L’/ defined by u(R)-+[u, ].
Corollary 2. The image of Johnson’s homomorphism r" A(k)-+
Hom(H, .) is contained in q(.
3. Graded Lie algebras over Z. First we define a structure of a Lie
algebra (over Z) on the graded module (R)_ Hom (H, _)such that the
graded submodule (R)_( becomes a Lie subalgebra. To do this we define
a bilinear mapping Hom (H, _)(R) A:-+_/ by

"

_
_
_
{}= [... [u, u],

=

i=l

_

_.

], (u)],
], ut] e

], u]

_

Note that {}=()
[... [u, u],
where e Horn (H, _),
or l--1. Next define a bilinear mapping
[, ]" Horn (H, A:)(R) Horn (H, A:) >Horn (H, _/ )
by [, #](u)-{#(u)}-#{(u)} ( e Horn (H, .), # e Hom (H, _), u e H).
Proposition 3. The above operation defines a structure of a Lie
Hom (H, .) such that the graded
algebra over Z on the graded module
submodule _q( is a Lie subalgebra.
Proposition 4. The commutator group [l(k), q//(/)] is contained in
/(k-b l--1) so that the graded module
l(l)/A(tc + 1) admits a natural
structure of a Lie algebra over Z.
Theorem 5. Johnson’s homomorphism {r}_ induce an in]ective
homomorphism
/(k) / A(/c-k 1)-+> q( of graded Lie algebras.
It is a very important problem to determine the image of the above
homomorphism.
4. Homology of the Torelli group. In [5] Johnson determined the
first homology group of the Torelli group and as for higher homologies he
raised the ollowing question ([3], p. 174, C). Let q,. be the Terelli group
o 2: relative to the base point. Then there is a natural homomorphism

"

H(q,,)

>H+(H)-A+(H)

which we may call the "Gysin homomorphism", defined as ollows. Namely
it is the composition H(q, ,)-+H+(,(X) > q, ,)-+H+(H), where the first
map is the usual Gysin homomorphism o the extension 1-+=,(Xg)-+=,(X)>
q,.-q,.-l, while the second map is induced rom the natural homomorphism ,(X)q,.-+H. We have the equality zi=r so that v(R)Q is
an isomorphism. Johnson asks whether this is the case for all k>_ 2 or not.
The results of [11] imply that we can also define a similar homomorphism
H(q)--+A+(H), by using the extension 1-+(Xg)--q,.-+qg-l and the

"
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homomorphism k" 5,.H (see [11]).
By making use of a procedure which realizes the Gysin homomorphisms
at the levels of cycles in the context of group homology and also of the
free differential calculus, we can determine the values of the above homomorphisms at any given cycle of the Torelli group. In particular we have
the following result part of which answers the question of Johnson
mentioned above negatively for k=2.
Theorem 6. ( ) The Gysin homomorphism 2(R)Q’H2(q,.; Q)-+
A4(H)(R)Q is a surjection for any g>_2, but it is far from being in]ective
for all g>_3.
is any lift of e
(ii) l()--p2{pr2()+AC(r2())}, where e
p=2--2g, 0 e A2(H) is the "symplectic class" and C" 43H--+H is the conis an injection
traction (see [2] for the definition of 0 and C), so that
modulo torsions.
At present we do not know whether the Gysin homomorphisms v(R)Q
are surjective for k>_3 or not. This problem is closely related with the
non-triviality of the characteristic classes o the Torelli space T, which is
a complex manifold defined to be the quotient of the Teichmfiller space
divided by the Torelli group J. More precisely, by making use of the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem [1] one can show that the "naive" Chern
classes of the moduli space M of compact Riemann surfaces of genus g
can be expressed as a polynomial of the characteristic classes of surface
bundles e e H(M ;Q) introduced in [7], [9], [14]. I we pull bck these
classes to the Torelli space, we can prove
Proposition 7. Let S(C) e H2(T; Q)-H2(; Q) be the Chern class
of the complex manifold T corresponding to the formal sum t (see [8]).
Then s_(c)=0 for all k and s(c) is a multiple of e H4(J Q).
Hence as to the Torelli space, the Pontrjagin classes contain all the
informations of the rational Chern classes and it might be worthwhile to
know whether these classes are trivial or not. In view o the results of
[11], if we know the image of the homomorphism
then we can answer
this question.
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